We use 20 MeV proton intensities from the EPACT instrument on Wind and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) from Sthe LASCO coronagraph on SOHO observed during 1998 to statistically determine three characteristic times ) Sof gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) events as functions of solar source longitude: (1) To, the time from assoo ciated CME launch to SEP onset at 1 AU, (2) TR, the rise time from SEP onset to the time when the SEP intensity is a q "( Dfactor of 2 below peak intensity, and (3) TD, the duration over which the SEP intensity is within a factor of 2 of the w cc 0 peak intensity. Those SEP event times are compared with associated CME speeds, accelerations, and widths to de-
decelerations slightly increasing with speeds. The consensus CMEs have now been routinely observed with the Large (Zhang et al. 2001; Shanmugaraju et al. 2003; Gallagher et al. 2003) Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO; Brueckner et al. is that the speeds of fast CMEs are initially slow (< 100 km s-1 ) 1995) on the SOHO spacecraft for over 8 yr, and statistical propbelow 2 RD but then accelerate rapidly for several minutes or tens erties of LASCO CMEs have been summarized by St. Cyr et al. of minutes during the flare rise phases and move with nearly uni- (2000) and by Yashiro et al. (2004) . With the consensus that form speeds above ,-4 RD. selected CMEs gradual SEP events result from CME-driven shock acceleration with final speeds of 300-800 km s-1 , compared one group of high and with recent modeling generating SEP intensity-time profiles, accelerations with another group of low accelerations and found it is now appropriate to examine SEP event time parameters, first that all SEP events of their study were associated with CMEs of simply to characterize them, and second to look for any systematic high accelerations. As discussed by Kabler (2003) , their study relationships between them and CME parameters. was based on an invalid comparison between accelerations in the We note that various authors have argued for alternative 2-32 RD field of view for one group and accelerations below that SEP injection scenarios based on flares (Cane & Erickson 2003) field of view for the other group. However, the importance, if any, or additional flare/coronal phases of SEP injections, deduced of CME accelerations in the production of SEP events is still an from deviations from simple rise-and-fall profiles of some SEP open question.
events (Vashenyuk et al. 1994; Torsti et al. 1996; Klein et al. CME widths may be an important factor for the temporal 1999; Miroshnichenko et al. 2000 , Laitinen et al. 2000 ; Klein & characteristics of gradual SEP events. We might expect that all Trottet 2001) or from temporal variations in SEP spectra (Torsti CMEs of sufficient speed will drive shocks that can accelerate et al. 1999a , 1999b , 2001 Kocharov et al. 1999 ). We cannot SEPs, but Kahler & Reames (2003) found that no fast (VCME > rule out these scenarios for some SEP events, but arguments 900 km s-1) CMEs with angular widths W < 60" were assoagainst injections from sources other than CME-driven shocks ciated with gradual SEP events. found have been made Tylka et al. 2005) , and here that CMEs associated with decameter-hectometric wavelength we assume that gradual SEP events are the products solely of type II radio bursts, a strong signature of SEP events (Cliver et al. injections from CME-driven shocks. 2004) were significantly wider (102' vs. 66°) than the fast (vcME > 900 km s-1) CMEs without those radio bursts. The shock struc-2. DATA ANALYSIS ture should be a result of the interaction of the CME geometry 2.1. Event Selection and SEP Profile Time Parameters with the ambient medium. LASCO observations of streamer de-SEP intensity-time plots have traditionally used linear time flections (Sheeley et al. 2000) and bow-shaped density enhance-s, butensity-time axes were raditly ued for some ments (Vourlidas et al. 2003) at the flanks of fast CMEs suggest axes, but logarithmic time axes were recently introduced for some shocks traveling away. from)at the CMaks wh fast rge o glest SEP event analyses (Kocharov et al. 1999; . shocks traveling away from the CM [Es with a range of angles T e ep os n w sl g o m l e ci e w l h iti ui n between the magnetic fields and the shock normals. Tylka et al.
These plots, known as lognormal, describe well the distributions of a broad range of populations and have been applied to time (2005) have argued that SEP populations accelerated at quasiperpendicular and at quasi-parallel shocks should show distinct series of the geomagnetic storm parameter Dst (Campbell 1996) . differences, including longer event durations for SEPs from quasi- Yago & Kamide (2003) have shown that the lognormal plot is parallel shocks due to the longer propagation times of the shocks a good fit for Dst for many storms, allowing predictions of the along given field lines. Although we cannot directly observe the recovery phases to be made. For SEP events the lognormal fits characteristics of the CME-driven shocks, we might expect that expand the relatively short rise phases and compress the longer broader CMEs would be more likely to produce parallel shocks decay phases so that the resulting profile approaches a normal and hence longer characteristic times for associated SEP events, distribution. These plots may prove useful for determining SEP Further, we might expect SEPs predominately from parallel injection and propagation characteristics, but in this work we continue the use of linear time axes and timescales. (perpendicular) shocks when the associated CMEs are mag-We compiled a list of E = 20 MeV SEP events observed netically well (poorly) connected to Earth (see Fig. 4 of Kahler from 1 thog 200 2 w e Energet ts Aer-2004). As the shock progresses outward through the interplan-from I998 through 2002 with the Energetic Particles: Acceletary medium, the Earth-shock magnetic connection point moves eration, Composition, and Transport (EPACT; e on Rosenvinge from west to east, changing the angle between the shock normal et al. 1995) experiment on the Wind spacecraft that could conand the interplanetary field direction (see Fig. 3 .4 of Reames 1999) .
fidently be temporally associated with LASCO CMeEs listed in SEP intensity time profiles may also be modified in various the CME catalog.ck The ratio of the peak 20 MeV SEP intensity ways by large-scale interplanetary structures. Richardson & Cane to the preevent background also had to be at least 2 to obtain good (1996) found that the SEP flow directions at event onsets were SEP event profiles. Only CMEs associated with chromospheric highly variable inside solar ejecta but nearly always along Parker or coronal solar source regions, determined from Ha flare reports spiral field lines when the spacecraft was outside ejecta. Their and from EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT) and Yohkoh Soft X-Ray results inside ejecta were consistent with the presence of looped Telescope (SXT) movies, were used in the present analysis. No field lines rooted to the Sun, with particles arriving from east or attempt was made to separate impulsive and gradual SEP events. west ofthe Sun. Magnetic clouds (MCs) may facilitate rapid prop-
The events of 2000 May 1,2001 March 10, and February 20 agation of SEPs to I AU, as in the case of the 1998 May 2 SEP are probably impulsive SEP events . event ), or may serve as confining barriers to
The dates and projected I RE launch times of the CMEs the SEPs, as in the 2000 July 14 SEP event (Kallenrode & associated with the 144 selected SEP events are given in the Cliver 2001; Bieber et al. 2002) . On magnetic fields draping first two columns of Table 1 . In addition, each CME speed and nearby CMEs, the durations of SEP events can be extended due acceleration, taken from the LASCO CME catalog, had to be to the diminished focusing lengths of those fields (Tan et al. 1992;  based on a minimum of three data points; those parameters are Kallenrode 2002) . SEP profiles resulting from the interaction of given in the third and fourth columns of the table. The fifth and two or more fast CMEs close together in space and time (Kahler sixth columns give the reported CME angular widths and the 1993) may also appear considerably modified from those of individual SEP events. ' See http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME-list. Nor.-- Table 1 is also available in machine-readable form in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. a Solar source latitude and longitude. bWL and bEL are sources behind the west and east limbs. b
The time at which the 20 MeV proton intensity reaches about 1 ofpeak value. It equals the CME launch time of column (2) + To + TR. Dates are specified for ½ peak UT only where these differ from CME dates given in col. (1).
' Peak intensities in photons cm-2 s-1 sr-1 MeV-1, exclusive of shock peaks. d This location was more likely behind the disk near central meridian. associated solar source regions. We note that the catalog CME edge height-time plot, shown in the example of Figure 2 . As disparameters are subject to some revision; our parameters were cussed above, fast CMEs have a complex acceleration profile current as of 2004 August. below 2 R®, but we must make some simplifying assumption that We determined three characteristic SEP times for each SEP can be used for a uniform description of CME launches. If we profile. The parameter To is the time from CME launch to the assume that the trajectories of these CMEs are well described by onset of the SEP event; TR is the rise time from the SEP onset to the alternative quadratic height-time fits, then for a typical CMIE the time at which the intensity was about half of the peak in-speed of 1200 km s-1 and an acceleration of 50 m s-2, we can tensity. The purpose here was to determine the time during estimate an uncertainty in the trajectory intersection at 1 R® of which most or nearly all of the increase of SEP intensity has ,-"0.1 hr;, hence, the total uncertainty in To is -,0.6 hr. A 50 minute occurred, independent of intensity fluctuations around the event travel time is required for unscattered 20 MeV protons to traverse peak. Note that the time of half-peak SEP intensity is reached 1.2 AU, so a minimum To -0.7 hr (=50 -8 minutes) relative To + TR after the CME launch time. The parameter TD is the to the CME launch would be expected if SEP injection occurred time during which the SEP intensity is within a factor of 2 of the when the CME departed the disk. peak value. The time of peak intensity is always taken to be prior 2.2. Characteristic Median SEP Times to the arrival of any interplanetary shock with an accompanying SEP intensity peak. In some cases TD is the time only until the The full set of 144 SEP events was divided into five groups of beginning of the SEP shock intensity peak. The uncertainties in longitude range, as shown in Table 2 . The characteristic median the SEP onset times, which are determined by eye, are estimated times for To, TR, and TD are given there for the full set of 144 to be about 0.5 hr, and those in TR and TD are typically I to several SEP events and for each longitude group. For each SEP time we hours, depending on the shape of the SEP profile. Examples of give the probable errors, rounded to the nearest integral hour, SEP events with the SEP times indicated are shown in Figure 1 , within which lie half the data sample (Bevington 1969) . Values and the event times are given in columns (7)-(10) of Table 1. of TR and TD could not be determined for two and nine of For each CME we used as the launch time the projected time of the 144 events, respectively, usually because of the presence of intersection with 1 R® of the linear best fit to the CME leading-an additional SEP event during the rise or duration of the SEP 104 W90 ............. and SEP times for the full set and for each of the five longitude groups. The latter step is necessary because of the strong var-10 00 iation in SEP times with solar source longitude. Correlation
coefficients r and correlation probabilities (CP; see with long To and small peak intensities. We conclude that at most
The time of the CME launch was determined by extrapolating the linear best-fit only To may be slightly dependent on SEP intensities.
height-time profile to 1 R®. The event solar origin was over the WL. Bottom:
We also looked for correlations among the three SEP times Three SEP times for the event of 2002 July 16, which was associated with a themselves. Since SEP times are generally longer for EL-CM CME and a solar flare at N19'W010. In this case TD was measured only up to the time of the increase near the shock at "15:30 UT on July 17. Fig. 1 . The CME launch time was taken to be the time the trajectory of the leading edge intersected 1 Re. Right: Second-order fit to the CME data with an acceleration of -25.62 m s-2 . This figure is reproduced from the LASCO CME Catalog. W ............................. CP > 0.999) and also in the W65°-W90° and the "over west W65o-90' limb" (Over-WL) longitude plots. We conclude that a correlation does exist between TR and TD but not between To and TR. We find no correlation between To and CME speeds VCME for either the full set or any longitude group, such as the EL-CM vCMT ..................................... . (r = 0.53; CP = 0.998) correlated. The slopes of the fits indicate appears in the plot of the EL-CM To events (Fig. 3) , where a an -1 hr increase in TD for every 100 km s-I increase in vCME. No number of the short To values are associated with ICMEs. In attempt was made to correct VCME for longitude effects because of addition, the only two SEP events associated with CMEs from the large angular sizes of these CMEs and because the corrections behind the east limb, with CME launches calculated to be 23:50 should have only minimal effect on the correlations, particularly UT on 2001 May 29 and 20:00 UT on 2001 December 28, both within each longitude group. lay within ICMEs.
SEP Times and CME Accelerations

DISCUSSION
The median acceleration for all 144 CMEs is -6.6 m s-2; 93
We have characterized the distributions of the three SEP are negative and 51 positive in sign. Seven of the 144 CME times To, TR, and TD for five solar longitude groups in Table 2 . accelerations were determined from only three data points and
The shorter times found for well-connected SEP events comtherefore perhaps suspect; those seven points were determined pared with those from the EL-CM or Over-WL groups were not to make a significant difference to the lack of acceleration anticipated from previous work by van Hollebeke et al. (1975) correlations. The correlation results are definitive: neither the and by Cane et al. (1988) , but they used flare times rather than full set nor any longitude group shows a significant correlation CME launch times as their basic fiducials. One intriguing basic with acceleration for either To or TR. We do find one significant result is the broad range of each of the three SEP times, even correlation for TD in the W32°-W62' group. In that case TD within each longitude group, as can be seen in the example plots increases as the accelerations increase from negative to positive of Figures 3-5 . values. However, the EL-CM range show a slightly negative
Consistent with the shock model of SEP production are the correlation, and for the full set no TD correlation with acceler-correlations of TR and TD with VCME shown in Figures 4 and 5 . ation was found.
The idea is that faster CMEs continue to drive shocks, which then accelerate and inject SEPs for longer times. This result is 2.4.3. SEP limes and CME Widths seen only for the well-connected CMEs and suggests that prop-Angular widths Wof CMEs associated with SEP events are erties of shocks at CME flanks are less directly coupled to the generally broad (Kahler & Reames 2003) . Here W > 500 for all CME leading edge or nose, the location at which the CME associated CMEs, and half (72 of 144 events) of the associated speed profile is determined. We also note that the CME speeds CMEs are classified as full 3600 halo events. We find no cor-used in this study were measured over many different position relation of To with W, but there is a significant positive corre-angles, and in many eases those angles were not optimal for the lation (r = 0.26; CP = 0.999) for the TR full set. All the TR field lines connecting the CME shock to the Wind spacecraft. longitude groups also show positive correlations, but none is The To times of Table 2 allow us to determine the heights of significant. However, the same 360' value for so many CME associated CMEs at the times of the initial SEP injections. If we widths probably diminishes those TR-W correlations, particu-assume scatter-free propagation along a path of 1.2 AU for the larly when only a few CME widths Wofa given longitude group first arriving 20 MeV protons and subtract the 8 minute corare not full halos. We conclude that there is a weak but signif-rection for the speed of light, then the SEP onset times at I AU icant correlation of TR with W.
should be at least 0.7 hr after solar injection. Subtracting that As with TR, a similar significant positive correlation (r = time from To "-1 to 3 hr ofthe best-connected events in Table 2 0.38; CP > 0.999) is found for the full TD set. The TD longitude means that the range ofheights for a CME with the median VCME groups are all positively correlated with W, but none signifi-of 1100 km s-1 is about 3-15 R® when SEP injection begins. cantly. To summarize the correlations of SEP times with W, we
The use of the second-order CME speed profiles can shift CME find no correlation for To, but positive correlations for both TR launch times by -10 minutes, usually to later times since most and TD, the significance of which may be masked by the large CME accelerations were negative. These time shifts result in number of halo CMEs. differences of only -1 R® in CME heights at the times of initial 2.4.4. SEP Times and Solar Wind Streams and 1CMEs SEP injections. The recent shock models ofLi et al. (2003) and Ng et al. (2003) introduce antisunward propagating shocks at The SEP times have been compared with the solar wind 21.5 R® (0.1 AU) and 11.3 R®, respectively, since the solar 0+7/0+6 ratios measured at the times of SEP onsets by the Solar wind structure is too complex for the models at lower heights. Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS; Gloeckler et al.
The results here suggest that an effort should be made to extend 1998) experiment on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) the shock models to lower heights and earlier times to obtain spacecraft. We found no significant correlations for any of the more realistic values of To and TR for their SEP model intensitythree SEP times versus logs of +7/O+6 in either the full set or time profiles. any longitudinal group. This indicates that the SEP times are inde-
We found no dependence of the SEP times on CME accelpendent of the type of solar wind stream in which they occur. erations, which were measured in the LASCO C2 and C3 fields We have also examined SEP events in which some or all of of view of 2-30 R®. We might ask whether the larger accelthe SEP times occurred within interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs) erations occurring below 3 R® are significant for the SEP times. determined from solar wind plasma and magnetic field mea- Chen & Krall (2003) have determined that the main accelerasurements and listed in Table 1 of Cane & Richardson (2003) .
tion of CMEs occurs when the leading edges are below 2-3 R®, With the requirement that at least halfofa candidate SEP time which is below the initial SEP injection range of 2-15 R® interval must lie within an ICME interval, we find that 27, 25, determined above. Thus, the early speed profile, and hence priand 27 intervals of To, TR, and TD, respectively, occurred in mary acceleration period, does not appearto play a role in the sub-ICMEs. In the last line of Table 2 we give the median values for sequent SEP event times, probably because the SEPs are produced the SEP times of all events in ICMEs. Those median SEP times only after shock formation, which takes place after the primary are slightly shorter than the times of all SEP events, but the acceleration phase. The peak SEP intensities depend on the CME statistics are too limited to draw firm conclusions about the speeds, so the intensities should therefore indirectly scale with the effects of ICMEs on the SEP times. The most significant effect characteristic initial CME accelerations.
KAHLER
The SEP TR and TD are probably correlated with CME widths, inside ICMEs are slightly shorter than for events in normal solar but with nearly half the widths reported as 3600 halos and almost wind, although the differences are not statistically significant. no CMEs with widths less than 500, the correlation analysis here is We noted in Figure 3 , however, that the only two cases in which suggestive but not definitive. We might expect that wider, fast we associated SEP events with CMEs from behind the east limb CMEs can drive shocks for longer periods of time, resulting in involved ICMEs. Cliver et al. (1995) have discussed the problonger injection times for SEPs. Since narrow CMEs are ineflem of extreme propagation of SEPs, in which SEPs appear to fective in shock SEP production (Kahler & Reames 2003) , CME be injected as far as 150' away from the solar eruptive source width seems to play a significant role in the production of SEP region, and presented those SEP events as evidence of wideevents, but until we have abetterway ofdetermining those widths, spread coronal shocks. The two CMEs from behind the east we cannot quantify that relationship. If CME models, such as the limb (Fig. 3) suggest SEP injections into unusual solar magcone model (Zhao et al. 2002; Michalek et al. 2003 ) are suffinetic connections (e.g., Richardson & Cane 1996) as the reason ciently accurate to determine intrinsic CME angular widths from for at least some cases of extreme propagation. the coronagraph observations, then a comparison of SEP times with those angular widths would be useful. Kahler (2004) found no difference of peak SEP intensities I acknowledge extensive use of the LASCO CME catalog. between fast and slow wind streams, and we now find that the This CME catalog is generated and maintained by the Center SEP times also show no dependence on 0+7/0+6, the signature for Solar Physics and Space Weather, the Catholic University of solar wind speed regimes. If organized solar wind structures of America, in cooperation with the Naval Research Laboratory such as magnetic clouds serve as confining barriers to the SEPs, and NASA. SOHO is a project of international cooperation bethen we might expect that TD of SEPs in MCs would be longer tween ESA and NASA. I also acknowledge use of the ACE than those SEPs propagating outside MCs. Comparing our SEP SWICS level 2 data posted on the ACE web page and thank events inside ICMEs, of which MCs are a subset, with SEP D. Reames for the EPACT SEP data and one ofthe reviewers for events in normal solar wind, we found that TR and TD for events helpful comments on the manuscript.
